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Since GM’s first deployment of the Unimate in a production environment over 5 decades ago, industrial
robots have gained tremendous capabilities in precision, speed and payload handling, and have
continued to play ever increasing roles in industrial automation. Despite these significant advances, they
maintained the core character of the Unimate: position controlled devices that repeat preprogrammed
motions over and over again with little flexibility or regard to their environments or users.
As a result, industrial robots remained persistently finicky tools to work with. They require careful
structuring of their environments in order to match their preprogrammed motions that are precisely
crafted for each application and deployment. Slight uncertainty or misalignment risks not only costly
failure of tasks, but also collision with surroundings, which has obvious safety implications. Consequently,
this necessitates complete separation of the robot cells from human workers  a nontrivial and often
costly impediment. Additionally, user interfaces of industrial robots have generally targeted robot
programmers, demanding considerable knowledge from highly trained operators. When combined, these
issues dramatically increase the cost of robot integration to deliver appropriate part presentation, safety
measures and automation integration.
These issues limit effective application of industrial robots to production tasks where the return on
investment is attractive: highvalue, highthroughput mass production tasks. However, they exclude
countless applications that require a greater degree of flexibility or human skill. That is why robots are
most common in autoassembly lines, but are less common in production environments that require
human skill, or industrial applications that require delicate handling of fragile components. The result has
been a bifurcation of industrial operations: those that are fully automated and robotized in contrast to
human operations, with little room to take advantages of both paradigms.
Collaborative robots are a new breed that attempt to break these tradeoffs by offering: i) safe and
sensitive physical interaction enabling robots to work sidebyside with humans, ii) ease of use and
natural interaction modes for nonexpert users, iii) adaptability to alleviate the need structured and
isolated working environments, and iv) more accessibility through lower cost of acquisition and
integration. Taken collectively, these features expand the automation landscape and reshape how we use
robots: from tools to coworkers.
What are the engineering challenges? The story of engineering collaborative robots, like many other
engineering stories, is one of navigating tradeoffs associated with inherently contradicting requirements.
These include:
●

Combining highperformance position control with sensitive force behaviors. Robot designs
delivering highbandwidth positioning performance are optimized to render high stiffness interfaces
through a combination of mechanical design and high feedback gains. While high stiffness enables
better positioning performance, it severely limits the flexibility of the robot to comply with their
environments in a stable manner. In contrast, compliant and soft robotic mechanisms adapt to
environmental uncertainty, but at the expense of low bandwidth positioning performance. Advances in
both robot mechanical designs and control software aim at applying programmable compliant
behaviors to the robots in ways that break these tradeoffs.

●

Combining safety with economic viability. Inherently safe robot interactions require limited
momentum transfer from the robot to the user upon contact. This can be achieved by running the
robots at low speeds and/or having low effective payloads, but limits the set of tasks and objects
handled by the robot. More importantly, this can slow down the work throughput to levels that risk the
economic feasibility of robot deployments. Solutions are emerging around coupling rich sensory
feedback with safetyrated software control systems.

●

Combining intuitive user interfaces with full programmatic control. Intuitive user interfaces and
human factors design have made significant progress in robotics, from the use of teach pendants,
hand guiding and train by demonstration approaches as well as UI modalities that use the robot as
the interaction medium directly. These interfaces enable users of all backgrounds to use the robots. A
key challenge is maintaining interface simplicity without diluting functionality, or making assumptions
about use cases that limit deployment of complex tasks.

●

Combining autonomous decision making with transparency of robot state. Robot integrators in
industrial applications preplan every move a robot makes a priori under the assumption that
knowledge of the environment remains static. Enabling robots to make decisions on the fly, such as
which motion paths the robot will take, or which sequence of events need to be achieved and in what
order, requires transparency and clear communication of robot intention.

Combining these often conflicting requirements are key challenges for the nascent collaborative robotics
industry. Academic researchers and robot manufacturers are each providing various perspectives on
these tradeoffs, and the landscape is rapidly evolving.

Fully automated production lines. No humans allowed!

Manual production lines. No robots allowed!

Operators safely interacting and training collaborative robots in direct physical contact. Operators and robots
share common workspaces. The robot’s manipulators are often the interface.

